Cds nano-particulate films were prepared at the air/water interface under Langmuir monolayers of arachidic acid (AA) via interfacial reaction between Cd2+ ions in the subphase and H2S molecules in the gaseous phase. The films were made up of fine Cds nanoparticles with hexagonal wurtzite crystal structure after reaction. It was revealed that the formation of Cds nano-particulate films depends largely on the experimental conditions. When the films were ripened at room temperature or an increased temperature (60°C) for one day, numerous holes were appeared due to the dissolution of smaller nanoparticles and the growth of bigger nanoparticles with an improved crystallinity. When the films were ripened further, Cds rodlike nanoparticles with cubic zinc blende crystal structure appeared due to the re-nucleation and growth of Cds nanoparticles at the stacking faults and defect structures of the hexagonal Cds grains. These structures were characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution TEM (HRTEM), and X-ray diffraction (XRD). These results declare that Cds semiconductor nanoparticles formed at the air/water interface change their morphologies and crystal structures during the ripening process due to dissolution and recrystallization of the particles.
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Introduction

As a wide band-gap semiconductor, cadmium sulfide (Cds) has been widely used in the fields of solar cells for photoelectric conversion, light-emitting diodes for flat-panel displays, sensors, and photocatalysis. Quantum dots and anisotropic nanoparticles including Cds nanorods and nanowires have been extensively studied, because the properties of nanostructures depend on their sizes and shapes, and various preparation methods. At the same time, nano-particulate Cds thin films have attracted much attention. Those films have been prepared by various approaches, such as vacuum vapor deposition, sputtering, molecular beam epitaxy, chemical vapor deposition, spray pyrolysis, chemical bath deposition, electrochemical co-deposition and annealing CdS-dithiol self-assembled films.

The chemical reactions occurred at the air/water interface have been widely utilized to synthesize inorganic nanoparticles and nano-particulate films. In fact, Cds nanoparticles and nano-particulate films have been prepared at the air/water interface via interfacial reactions between Cd2+ in the subphase and H2S in the gaseous phase. The nanoparticles with anisotropic shapes usually formed at the air/water interface by forming them under a restricted microenvironment. On the other hand, the Langmuir monolayers of amphiphilic molecules formed at the air/water interface not only enrich the metal ions from the subphase, but also direct the nucleation and growth of the nanoparticles with special crystal faces. Therefore, it results in the formation of highly-oriented nanoparticles and nanoparticle arrays. Yang et al. synthesized oriented Cds nanorods with hexagonal wurtzite structure at the air/water interface templated by arachidic acid monolayers. While Pan et al. prepared the oriented rod-like and dot-like Cds nanoparticles with cubic zinc blende structure at the air/water interface templated by stearic acid monolayers. They demonstrated that lattice matching between the two-dimensional arrays of the head groups of fatty acids and the special faces of Cds crystal should be responsible for the formation of the oriented nanoparticles. Berman et al. synthesized one-dimensional chains of Cds nanoparticles with cubic zinc blende structure at the air/water interface under Langmuir monolayers of a linear polymer. In this case, the monolayer of the linear polymer acted not only as a template for the nucleation of special facets via lattice matching, but also as a linear template to organize the formed nanoparticles. Recently, we prepared the hexagonal plate-like aggregates of Cds with hexagonal wurtzite structure under Langmuir monolayers of amphiphilic porphyrin derivative molecules. It suggested that the hexagonal plate-like aggregates were formed by the self-organization and oriented attachment of Cds nanoparticles at the interface. In addition, nano-particulate Cds films were prepared successfully at the air/water interface via interfacial chemical reactions. These studies deal with the formation process of the nano-particulate films and the influences of experimental conditions such as pH values and concentrations of the precursors, on the characteristics of the films and limited thickness of the films.

The air/water interface has also been utilized to synthesize and fabricate nanostructures via the self-organization of inorganic species and surfactants in the liquid phase during the reaction process. Mesoporous silica thin films and networks of platinum nanoparticles were prepared at the air/water interfaces. We also found that the nanoparticles formed at the air/water interface would dissolve, re-crystallize, re-organize and be
Experimental Section

Chemicals. Arachidic acid (> 99.0%) and cadmium chloride (> 99.0%) were purchased from Shanghai Chemical Co. Chloroform, sodium sulfide (Na$_2$S-9H$_2$O), and sulfuric acid are analytical reagents. Highly purified water was used with a resistivity greater than 18 MΩ cm.

Preparation of the thin film, porous film, and nanorods of CdS. Aqueous CdCl$_2$ solutions with the concentrations of 1 × 10$^{-4}$, 1 × 10$^{-3}$ and 1 × 10$^{-2}$ mol L$^{-1}$ were prepared as subphase. The chloroform solution of arachidic acid with the concentration of 0.1 mg mL$^{-1}$ was used as spreading solution. Four beakers with an inner diameter of 5.7 cm that contained 10.0 mL of the subphase solution were placed in a container with a volume of 5 L, and then 66 µL of the AA chloroform solution was spread on the subphase surface in each beaker by using a microsyringe to form a condensed monolayer. After evaporation of chloroform for 15 min, H$_2$S gas was produced by the reaction of H$_2$SO$_4$ with Na$_2$S in another beaker in the container, and then the container was sealed immediately. A fresh Na$_2$S aqueous solution was prepared before use by dissolving 0.1070 g Na$_2$S-9H$_2$O in 10 mL H$_2$O. The total amount of H$_2$S was controlled to be 4.0 mL by using 4.0 mL Na$_2$S aqueous solution and excess 1:1 H$_2$SO$_4$. The reaction was carried out at room temperature for 1 h.

After reaction, the beakers were placed in another clean sealed container which was placed in an oven. The temperatures for ripening were controlled to be 20 °C or 60 °C for different periods, such as 1, 3 and 5 days.

Characterization. The production was transferred onto Formvar-covered or carbon-coated copper grids and hydrophobic quartz slides by the Langmuir-Schäfer method for transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-100CXII), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, GEOL-2010), UV-vis spectroscopy (HP 8453E) and X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku D/Max 2200PC) investigations, respectively.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the TEM micrographs of CdS nano-particulate films produced at the air/water interface. As can be seen in the image, a compact film was composed of nanoparticles with different sizes. The TEM micrographs of the porous films after ripening under different conditions were illustrated in Figure 2. When the concentration of the subphase was 1 × 10$^{-7}$ mol L$^{-1}$, a lot of round holes with the diameter of 100 – 200 nm appeared after ripening for 1 day at room temperature. The holes have thicker walls. These holes should be considered as ringlike nanostructures in a sense. As the ripening temperature rose to 60 °C, the number of the holes increased, as shown in Figure 2b. When the concentration of subphase increased to 1 × 10$^{-7}$ mol L$^{-1}$, bigger holes with the diameter of about 300 nm appeared after ripening for 2 days at 60 °C, and a porous film with big holes emerged after 3 days, as shown in Figure 2d. Figure 2e displays the corresponding SAED pattern which gives clear discontinued diffraction rings that can be indexed to hexagonal Wurtzite crystal structure of CdS. There are elongated diffrac-
tion spots with six-fold symmetry, indicating that most of the formed CdS nanoparticles have similar orientation in the film.

Figure 3 presents the HR-TEM images of a hole in the porous film. In Figure 3a we can see that the thin film is made up of a large quantity of small nanocrystals. Two-dimensional lattice image (Fig. 3b) gives apparent arrays with six-fold symmetry. The interplanar spacings were measured to be 0.35 nm, which is in accordance to 0.358 nm, the d_{100} of the Wurtzite CdS crystal (PDF No. 650-3414), indicating that most of the CdS nanocrystals have the orientation with their (001) face parallel to the air/water interface. This coincides with the SAED pattern in Figure 2e. Figure 3c gives the lattice image with the interplanar spacing of 0.33 nm, closing to 0.337 nm, the d_{002} of the Wurtzite CdS crystal. This implies that some nanocrystals have the orientation with their (100) face parallel to the interface. It has been observed that the particles at the hole edge are larger than those in the film (Figure 3a).

The formation of the holes and the porous film should be attributed to Ostwald ripening of the nano-particulate films. As can be seen in Figure 1, the films are composed of numerous nanocrystals with various sizes. It is well known that the solubility of the particles depends on their size according to the following equation

$$\ln(X_e/X) = (2\gamma M)/(RT \rho)$$

Where X_e and X represent the solubilities of a small particle with the radius of r and the corresponding bulk phase, respectively; and γ, M, and ρ represent the interfacial tension at the solid-liquid interface, the mole mass and density of the solid, respectively. It can be deduced that smaller nanoparticles have higher solubility. They dissolved gradually and then led to the formation of smaller holes. After a hole formed, the contact area of the hole inner edge in subphase solution increased. The dissolution process was then accelerated, leading to the formation of bigger holes. When the concentration of CdS in the solution increased up to a critical value, the species in the solution was re-crystallized gradually, resulting in the formation of thicker walls, as shown in Figures 2a-c.

When the subphase concentration increased to $1 \times 10^{-2}$ mol L$^{-1}$, rodlike nanocrystals appeared in the films besides the holes after ripening for five days at 60 °C. Figure 4 shows the TEM micrographs of the formed nanorods and the corresponding ED patterns. It is evident that the nanorods were produced under the nano-particulate films. The nanorods shown in Figure 4a have the length of ca. 1 μm. It was also observed that the rodlike nanostructure is composed of parallel aligned short nanorods through the high-magnification image shown in Figure 4b. Figure 4d exhibits another kind of nanorods which have the length of several hundreds of nanometers. The corresponding ED patterns give discontinued diffraction rings and spots (Figures 4c and 4e).

The rodlike nanostructures were characterized by HRTEM. Figure 5 represents the HRTEM image of the rodlike nanostructures shown in Figure 4a. The length of the nanostructure reaches to several micrometers. It was revealed that they are composed of parallel aligned short rods (Figure 5b). Square two-dimensional lattice images can also be seen from Figure 5c. The interplanar distance was measured to be 0.27 nm, closing to 0.292 nm, the d_{002} of cubic zinc blend CdS (PDF No. 652-2887), indicating that the formed nanorods have cubic crystal structure and the nucleation face is (001) plane, with the growth direction of [100]. It can be also seen that some black and white strips formed, which have the same direction as the short rods. So the ED pattern shown in Figure 4c can be considered as the
superimposition of the diffraction pattern of hexagonal Wurtzite CdS of the background films and that of the cubic zinc blende CdS of the nanorods. The two bright spots near the center should correspond to the strip structures.

Figure 6 shows the HR-TEM image of the nanorods corresponding to Figure 4d. Two-dimensional lattice image appeared. The interplanar distances were measured to be 0.33, 0.33 and 0.29 nm, closing to 0.337 and 0.292 nm, the d_{(111)} and d_{(200)} of the cubic zinc blende CdS (PDF No. 65-2887), respectively, indicating that the formed nanorods have cubic crystal structure, and the nucleation face is (110) plane. Similarly, the ED pattern shown in Figure 4e should be the superposition of hexagonal and cubic CdS.

The formation of the nanorods with cubic zinc blende crystal structure was confirmed further by XRD spectra shown in Figure 7. Three main peaks with 2θ angles of 25.19°, 26.13° and 28.23° appear in the spectrum of the sample ripened for 1 day, while at least five peaks appear at 25.23°, 26.29°, 28.25°, 44.23° and 52.31° after 5-day ripening. According to the PDF cards, the diffraction peaks of (101), (100) and (002) planes of hexagonal CdS appear at 25.13°, 26.19° and 28.17°, and the diffraction peaks of (111), (220) and (311) planes of cubic CdS appear at 26.19°, 44.15° and 52.15°, respectively. So the peaks in curve (a) should be indexed to those of hexagonal CdS, while the peaks in (b) should be indexed to both hexagonal and cubic CdS. This confirms further that hexagonal CdS formed after reaction and short time ripening, whereas cubic CdS appeared after long time ripening. It should be pointed out that the intensity of peak at 26.29° in curve b is obviously higher than the intensities of other peaks. This may be attributed to the improvement of the crystallinity, the superposition of the (111) peak of cubic CdS and the (100) peak of hexagonal CdS and the preferential orientation of the particles.

During the ripening process, small particles dissolved and water evaporated gradually, leading to the increase of the concentration of CdS in the subphase. When the concentration reached to a critical value, CdS particles commence to re-crystallize from the subphase, resulting in the nucleation and growth of CdS particles that attached on the CdS films at the air/water interface. It was found that two kinds of nanorods of CdS with cubic zinc blende structure were formed during the ripening process, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. These two kinds of nanorods should have different formation mechanisms. The nanorods in Figure 5 have the nucleation face of (001) plane. A large numbers of stacking faults or defects such as the strips which are parallel to the nanorods of CdS with cubic structure were observed, as shown in Figure 5c. It may possible that the strip structure induced the formation of the aligned short rods in parallel. On the other hand, the nanorods shown in Figure 6 were generated under the homogeneous
Porous and Composite CdS Nanoparticulate Films

Nanoparticulate thin films composed of CdS clusters with hexagonal crystal structure were prepared successfully at the air/water interface via interfacial reaction under arachidic acid Langmuir monolayers. After ripening at room temperature or higher temperature, some clusters dissolved and other clusters grew to form porous thin films through an Ostwald ripening process. After ripening further, rod-like nanoparticles with cubic crystal structure were formed, leading to the formation of composite films. It is noteworthy that our development is an interesting way to get such composite nanostructures efficiently.

Conclusions
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Figure 8. UV-vis spectra of the formed films (A) and the enlarged ones (B).

CdS film, which have the nucleation face of (110) plane. The homogeneous CdS film should be composed of hexagonal Wurtzite CdS nanoparticles with their (001) or (100) faces in parallel to the interface, as indicated in Figure 3. The measured d_{002} of the cubic CdS is 0.33 nm, closing to 0.33 or 0.35 nm, the measured d_{002} or d_{100} of the hexagonal CdS in Figure 3. It is possible that the lattice matching between the (110) face of the cubic CdS and (100) or (001) face of the hexagonal CdS leads to the formation of the nanorods of CdS with cubic structure shown in Figure 6.

The optical properties of the CdS samples were investigated by using UV-vis spectroscopy. As can be seen in Figure 8, the sample without ripening gives a sharp peak at 362 nm, indicating that the formed CdS nano-particle film are composed of fine clusters. The sample ripened for 1 day shows a red-shifted edge absorption at ~570 nm, indicating the growth of the bigger particles with hexagonal crystal structure during the ripening process. However, the sample ripened for 5 days shows a blue-shifted edge absorption at ~560 nm compared with that of the sample ripened for 1 day. This means the appearance of the particles with cubic structure. This result further confirms the formation of the nanorods with cubic crystal structure under long time ripening, consistent with the TEM, HRTEM and XRD investigations.
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